
The start of our walk was at the 
bottom of Twerton Roundhill; a 
location I know very well.  I 
remember playing on the hill in 
my childhood. 

•  St Barnabas Church; a place 
where I spent a lot of time in my 
childhood.  It was built in the late 
1950s. 

•  I was in the brownies, the girl 
guides and the church choir. 

•  We went on Parish Outings by 
coach.  I don’t know who planned 
the trips, but they always went to 
interesting places.  I remember 
trips to the Malvern Hills and to 
Bicton Gardens. 

•  One time we stopped at 
Sandbanks.  It took me several 
decades to discover that 
Sandbanks is close to Poole in 
Dorset. 	



Whiteway Road to the south of Twerton Roundhill; the house closest to 
the hill is where my mother was born in 1932. 



Two visits; One shows Emperor Hailie Selassie at the Roman Baths, the 
other shows him at the Rosaries in Englishcombe village.   



Kelston Roundhill from 
Twerton Roundhill. 

•  The weather was particularly grey and 
misty first thing on Sunday morning. 

•  The clouds had cleared by 10.00 when 
we were on the summit of Twerton 
Roundhill. 



The City Farm was not here in my 
childhood.  The location is just 
south of my secondary school; 
just south of the science hut.  The 
classrooms furthest up The Hollow 
were called huts. 
•  Trips to Bath always bring back 

memories.  A place might remind me of 
a person from the past.  An image or a 
situation will remind me of an event.  
One memory dislodges another bit of 
data.  The mind is a strange and 
wonderful device.  I think that it works a 
bit like the internet.  Throwing up more 
information than you need. 

•  These animals certainly looked very 
healthy on this north facing slope 
overlooking Bath. 

•  This was my first visit to Bath City Farm. 



The River Avon looked particularly murky at this point.  The former LMS 
railway line is overhead.   



Kelston Round Hill 
http://www.nickcudworth.co.uk/product/kelston-roundhill-2/ 



Two buildings in Kelston village.  Numerous buildings had the same 
symbol on them.  I liked the quirky entrance to these two cottages 
(right image). 



The road in and out of Fairfield House.  Over the wall is Partis College, 
adjacent to the footpath is Empress Menan Gardens. 



Emperor Hailie Selassie in Bath in 1936-1940.  The first is an unknown 
location, the second is a picture of Fairfield House. 





Two cars owned by Emperor Hailie Selassie.  His “new car” is on the 
left. 



Approaching Kelston Roundhill.  There was some steep hillwalking.  
This image doesn’t show the steepness of the path we took.  I think 
walking on the hill was steepest. 



Two images showing Emperor Hailie Selassie; the first a visit to Stothert 
and Pitt, the second receiving the Freedom of the City.  Both events 
are from October 1954. 



Two round hills – two rosebuds: 
Two views of the same rosebud in a garden on Newbridge Hill. 



Hailie Selassie and his wife at Fry’s Somerdale (chocolate factory).  
The final image is a close-up of the Emperor. 


